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Tuesday, June 22, 2010

I am a citizen of Jenkinsville, South Carolina and I live approx. Y2 mile from the two proposed AP1000 Nuclear Reactor

installations. I am very concern and unhappy about the plans in placing these two additional nuclear power reactors in

our neighborhood. We have already withstood the current reactor for 30 years which is still in operation and which will

exist forever. Why do you want to put more burdens on us and receive addition chemicals which will shorten our lives

even more? A dollar can buy temporary thing, but human lives are priceless.

How can you label radiation consumptions as small or medium? Any radiation of any kind is large and is subject to

harm.

Message to all interest parties: If nuclear plants are so safe, none will be built in South Carolina and definite not

Jenkinsville, South Carolina which is seen as a small ink spot on any USA Map. We have no problem if you put a nuclear

power plant in your front or back yard.

Take notice, BP Oil Spill, Three Mile Island, Rock Slides, Earthquakes, Bridges Collapses, Mud Slides, Volcano Erupting,

Mine Collapsing, radiation leaks and waste, flights missed their landing due to neglect and let's not forget the evil ones.

This is just a few.

A disaster can happen due to explosion, air strikes, trucks or boats bombs, and terrorists, melt- down, earth
decade, radiation leaks and waste, human neglects etc.. Lives will be destroyed. We as citizen have to pay the
cost of your profit and loss.

Nearby neighborhood property has not been tested for security of withstanding digging, blasting, etc., which can

become sink holes/earth decay or any other Unforeseen obstruction.

Go safety and let us live, not wealth and we be killed.

Verna J. Byrd, Jenkinsville, SC,

Resident

Written comments are postmarked before July 09, 2010
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